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We at American Home & Habitat inc. are  Awake, NOT Woke.

Our company does not use political posturing and virtue signaling to market our products, 
instead we rely on good “old fashioned” business practices like producing and selling quality 
products at reasonable prices and serving our customers to the best of our ability.

However, we find that we must make a stand in what has become a culture war that affects 
the future and prosperity of our independent small business and others like us.

We are “Awake, NOT Woke”. We do not support or endorse “Woke” ideology or the 
destructive culture of degeneracy, victim-hood, and identity politics it espouses.

We are awake of the fact that Wall Street owned, Multinational, Globalist Corporations are 
actively financing this “Woke” agenda and culture through ESG scores, DEI initiatives, 
charitable foundations and political contributions; ultimately as a means to destroy the 
traditional family and independent small business, and to solidify these globalists' own 
emerging monopolies and consolidation of their business and political power.

This “woke” ideology cultivates a national and global climate of docile compliance through 
censorship and “cancel culture”, celebration of victim-hood, and reliance on big government 
and big business; which is the antithesis of of the independent spirit of freedom, self reliance, 
and meritocracy that built this country, and all of the modern technology and comforts of 
western civilization that we enjoy today.

We are also awake of the fact that it was these SAME Wall Street owned, Multinational, 
Globalist Corporations that cultivated, exploited and manipulated patriotic & religious 
sentiment in this country for the past 70+ years, most recently after the events of 9/11; as a 
means to garner and recruit political support for wars and / or military involvement around the 
world for the unstated goals of: acquisition of natural resources and economic / banking 
hegemony.

Take political and economic power away from the Wall Street owned, Multinational, Globalist 
Corporations. Support small independent businesses, and when your vote in federal elections
fails to have any effect, vote with your dollars instead, it's much more effective.


